
EURO
2024
sweepstake

Draw a team, cross your fingers and help 
support Age UK
Everyone loves a sweepstake, especially around a sporting event - and they don’t get bigger 
or more exciting than the 2024 Euros! For just £3 an entry, why not get involved and raise money 
for a good cause?

Here’s how it works: 
• Kick off by printing out this sweepstake pack and host your sweepstake in 

person. Cut out the team flags, fold them up, and put them in an envelope. 
• Ask each participant to draw a team at random for a suggested price 

of £3 per team to create a prize fund. 
• Write down who has picked which team on the page provided. 
• When the final whistle goes on Euro 2024, present half of the 

total prize money to the person who picked the winning team and 
then please donate the other half to Age UK. 

• Share your successes and pictures with us online using #AgeUK

Age UK provides a range of services and your gift will go wherever the need is greatest.
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Team Name
1 Germany

2 Scotland

3 Hungary

4 Switzerland

5 Slovenia

6 Denmark

7 Serbia

8 England

9 Belgium

10 Slovakia

11 Romania

12 Ukraine

13 Spain

14 Croatia

15 Italy

16 Albania

17 Poland

18 Netherlands

19 Austria

20 France

21 Turkiye

22 Georgia

23 Portugal

24 Czechia
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Germany Spain

Scotland Croatia

Hungary Italy

Switzerland Albania

Slovenia Poland

Denmark Netherlands

Serbia Austria

England France

Belgium Turkiye

Slovakia Georgia

Romania Portugal

Ukraine Czechia

Cut out the team flags, fold them up, and put them in an envelope, 
then ask each participant to draw a team at random for a suggested 
price of £3 per team to create a prize fund.
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